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Paradigm change of image recognition / analysis

Before deep learning 

Input image

Feature extraction classification

features results

- Handmade features 

- Troublesome pre-processing

（e.g. segmentation）

Deep learning

Feature extraction + classification

+ fully automatic

- Huge training data

Automatically extract essential features 
results

neural net, SVM… etc.



Very brief introduction what we do 

with deep learning

at IIPL@Hosei

1. Automated plant diagnosis

2. Security applications (web application firewall, malware detection)

3. Medical application

- Melanoma diagnosis 

- Significant dimension reduction 

for content-based image retrieval (CBIR) 

4. Natural language processing (NLP) research.
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Automated plant disease diagnosis
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Background

Monetary loss by plant disease 

est. 220B USD [Agrious., 2005]

Early detection and diagnosis are essential

- visual inspection by expert

- geometrical exam if needed

time consuming, expensive, limited availability

Automated plant diagnosis system is desired.

with 24 prefectures

5 years national project



べと病 (70%)

モザイク病 (20%)

その他 (10%)

判定結果：

2017/ 7/20

13:00撮影
N 35.7122

E139.5222

Goal of first stage: 

Easy, fast, accurate (and low cost) automated plant diagnosis system



Current target
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(ex: cucumber)

Effects of light, shadow, white-balance etc…



Classification – Fine-tuned CNNs
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Fine-tuning for pre-trained deep neural networks

Fixed weight Re-training for leaf 
diagnosis

8 diseases＋healthy classification 

Trained (1000x9) x 72 images

93.6% mean accuracy   (min 90.8% - max 99.6%, SP=94.5%)
10 fold cross-validation



Heat-map representation 

GradCAM [Selvaraju+2017]

Visualization of “clue”  for diagnosis with GradCAM* 

input heat-map

Conv layer2 Conv layer4 Conv layer8

Visualize the areas

with large impact for the output

Visually reasonable.

How to evaluate it 

quantitatively?



Evaluation of “clue”  for diagnosis

heat-map Mask heat areas
with average leaf color

Replaced

diagnosis

Replaced area →
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The more mask processing performed, 

the less prediction rate for Dowmey mildew.

(the higher healthy prediction rate is observed.) 

Confirmed the validity of

observed heat-map.



One-shot diagnosis from wide-angled image

Fast and accurate

leaf detection with

deep learning approach

78.0% in F-measure

@ 2.0 fps

trained 1.44M image patch



Second and third stages: 

Automated diagnosis with stationary camera device etc.

Detection of ROI (each leaf etc.) and diagnose it with CNN



Security + Machine learning

will be presented IEEE CSPA 2018 (Malaysia in 2 weeks)



Deep learning-based Web Application Firewall (WAF)

Conventional firewall is difficult to block new or subspecies attacks. 

web app DBweb
WAFfirewall

clients
WAF

HTTP DATASET CSIC 2010 Dataset （normal 36K +  attack 25K = 61K)

Detection accuracy: 98.8% @ 2.35ms

Beat current state-of-the-art :  82.0% with Naiive Bayes

Character-level CNN

10-fold cross validation

malcious

normal

Feature 

extraction
classification

Best Paper Award at IEEE CSPA2018

motivation: Low-cost and accurate WAF to prevent malicious connection

Question: How to determine and 

implement for “attack” ?



Our method investigates only 1024 bytes of Android APK file.

attained average 93-96% accuracy.

→ Character-level CNN bring solutions for above questions. 

Deep learning-based Android Malware detection

- AMD dataset （malware 5,000)

- Drebin dataset (malware 5,000)

- normal applications passed 64 security checks (5,000)

- State-of-the-art performance

- Much faster than conventional 

10-fold cross validation

New application is released one after another everyday.

Detection of malware is essential.   

Question: 

What is the clue of malware? 

How to define and implement them?



Automated skin cancer diagnosis



Automated melanoma diagnosis

Malignant melanoma -- The worst skin cancer

Early stage melanoma     ○ 5-year survival rate : 93%

Early detection and resection is highly required

Diagnosis with dermoscopy × Still difficult and subjective

( diagnostic accuracy: 75-80% by expert dermatologists) 

dermoscopy dermoscopy imagetumor image

Typical feature

of melanoma

But diagnosis by naked eye is extremely difficult

× difficult to cure (metastasize easily)

× high mortality rate

melanoma



Internet-based melanoma diagnostic system

Extraction of tumor area

Calculation of parameters

Classifier for

non-acral lesion

Registration to database
Diagnostic results
（malignancy score: 0-100）

Dermoscopy image

○ automated diagnosis 24hours-365days

→ Find early stage patient, screening

○ clinical database
→ Data standardization

http://dermoscopy.k.hosei.ac.jp

Classifier for

acral lesion

Select adequate classifier



nevus (benign) melanoma

Furrow areas are selectively pigmented. Ridge areas are selectively pigmented.

Half of Asian melanomas are from acral area.

Acral (palm and sole) lesions have completely different appearance.

Asian-specific melanomas in acral area

But no research for automated analysis have been made



Automated melanoma diagnosis with transfer-learning

& visualization of 

clue of diagnosis



We attained diagnostic accuracy 

of around 90% and visualize

“ground for diagnosis.”
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We focused on the biological characteristics of pigmented skin lesions

Quite simple approach – aligned major axis of tumor

This pre-process is effective more than  x10 data augmentation. 



3D Content-based image retrieval (CBIR)

using 3D convolutional autoencoders

collaborate with



Significant dimension reduction for 

“Deep” Content-based image retrieval (CBIR)

Dimension reduction with 3D convolutional autoencoders (3D-CAE)

encoder

decoder

- Retrieving past clinical cases are important for medical practice. 

- Text-based search is currently used, but has a limitation

- CBIR technique is required, but not easy (ultra high dimension). 

Low dim.

representation

𝑋

𝑍 = 𝑋′

𝑌

𝑋 ∈ ℛ𝐷 𝑍 = 𝑋′ ∼ 𝑋 ∈ ℛ𝐷 𝑌 ∈ ℛ𝑑 𝐷 ≫ 𝑑

Dimensional reduction is essential for machine learning.

will be in IEEE EMBC2018 etc.



Develop original  3D convolutional auto encoders (3D-CAE)  

with pseudo tied-weight

𝑋 ∈ ℛ𝐷

representation

160x192x160 160x192x160
𝑌 ∈ ℛ𝑑 𝑍 = 𝑋′ ∼ 𝑋 ∈ ℛ𝐷

150, 1200, …
≒5M



614400 dim. 76800 dim. 9600 dim. 1200 dim. 150 dim.Input

Represent 5M dim 3D brain MRI image with only 150 dim.

RMSE = 8.4% on not trained 3D MRI reconstruction

Only with 150 dim, 



Biomarker areas 

for diagnosing

Alzheimer’s disease

Only 150 dim representation

preserves involved areas 



Deep learning for NLP application



Common NLP methodologies (designed for English) cannot be applied.



すもももももももものうち

すもも も もも も もも のうち

peachesand are kinds of peachSour peach

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
I I I

March 5. 2017

Head news from Google news Japan



Common NLP methodologies (designed for English) cannot be applied.



Hiragana

Katakana

Kanji

1st grade

2nd grade

All Japanese learn 1,000 Kanji characters in their elementary school.

Large variety of “alphabet” causes over-fitting of the model.







Original image
Encoded images

by CAE by PCA

Each character (32x32 dim ) can be 

represented by 64 dim vector with

convolutional auto encoder (CAE) 

32x32 -> 64 dim



CAE PCA#dim #dim

water ice shark salmon“a” “o” water ice shark salmon“a” “o”

Comparison of image-based character embedding





Publisher estimation of 

Japanese major four newspapers

from single article



87.81

Latent semantic indexing



Train WT-

Train WT+

Test WT-

Test WT+

Wildcard training (WT) significantly reduces “over-fitting”



Character Encoder Character-level CNN (CE-CLCNN)

- Enable end-to-end training

- Applicable image-based data augmentation

Further extension..

Wikipedia title category 

estimation task

Our method attained 8% better

performance than state-of-the-art.
(Liu et al. ACL2017)

(12 class, 206K data)



Toward objective bias detection of news media

Classification performance 

on major four newspaper 

: 90.0％

Visualization of “fingerprint”

of news.



analyze 47M tweets in total

Information of “user location” is increasing.

- exact and timely ad., job offer, etc.

63% accuracy in prefecture-level 

estimation (47 class classification)

- conventional topic model

- several cutting-edge deep models

Estimation of user location on Twitter

47 prefectures

Collect  

2000 users x 500 tweets x 47 pref.



Text data augmentation considering the meaning

deep learning needs large amount of training data

- For images:  Easy augment is available   -- rotation, shift, crop, enlarge 

- For text:   Not easy : Need to analyze the meaning of the target

Replace word with similar other one in the sentence  using

sparse composite document vector（SCDV) + fastText

With this augmentation,

30+% gain for 9-class topic estimation task

*1 *2

*2

*1

原文

置き換え後（拡張）



20 class laplacian_eigen (nearest K=30)

classification performance
with spectral clustering   = 75.9%

Unsupervised training - clustering performance  on ImageNet 20 class 
- VGG-19 pre-trained network  
- K-NN based Laplacian eigen vectors+ spectral clustering

We attained almost 76% accuracy on ImageNet without training!



Risk estimation of heart events during surgery

accuracy

All event

Hard event0.65

0.75

0.85

0.95

SPECT+
SVM SPECT -

SVM SPECT+
linear SPECT -

linear

+SPECT

+SPECT

We predicted critical heart accident “hard event” during surgery

with 90% accuracy.



Prediction of progression of 

mild cognitive impairment (MCI) to dementia

With new quantitative index from SPECT

vbSEE: voxel-based analysis 

stereotactic extraction estimation 

SE（％） SP（％）

within 1 yr. 87.0 75.9

3 yr. 89.0 79.6

5 yr. 90.4 88.5

→ Our method predict the progression accurately. 
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Our computational resources

nVidia GTX1080Ti ×40 
GPUs

（+ 20-30 each / year）

nVidia Tesla P100

3x Xeon 24cores with

1TB, 512GB, 256GB RAM 

one computer / person +

（+2-3 each /year）

60TB RAID-6 Disk array 

(upto 144TB) 

As of Mar. 2018



ISVC 2015

（Las Vegas, USA, 2015/12）
SPIE Medical Imaging 2014 

(San Diego, US: 2014/2)

IEEE TALE 2014,

(Wellington, New Zealand: 2014/11)

IEEE BigData 2016,

(Washington D.C, USA: 

2016/12)

IEEE ICMLA 2016,

(Anaheim, USA: 

2016/12)

Intelligent Information Processing Lab. (IIPL@Hosei)

IEEE CSPA 2018,

(Penang, Malaysia: 

2018/3)
Best Paper Award



We welcome you!


